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full.

Today in luxury:

How rare luggage replaced sneakers as the latest It-accessory

Buying luggage used to be about as sexy as acquiring a refrigerator. You schlepped to Sears or, if you were feeling
fancy, a Tumi boutique, and chose whichever carry-on could hold the most stuff without socks and underwear
erupting through the zipper. Today, bagging a new roller-bag from the growing array of status-signifying models can
feel more like scoring a pair of the latest buzzy Nikes, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Francesco Trapani on Tiffany & Co., the evolution of luxury

Francesco Trapani doesn't believe in chief executive officers over the age of 65, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Luxury rental prices surge across New York City

Super-luxury rental prices in Manhattan are rising faster than any other sector despite fewer concessions from
landlords, according to a report Thursday from Douglas Elliman, says Mansion Global.

Click here to read the entire article on Mansion Global

People are stealing mattresses from luxury hotels

Some hotel guests wake so rested at luxury properties that they purchase the same kind of mattress they slept on.
Then there are those patrons who steal them, according to CBS News.
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Click here to read the entire article on CBS News
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